
 
 

Briefing for the Public Petitions Committee 
 
Petition Number: PE1087
Main Petitioner: Nancy Gardner 
Subject: Calls on the Parliament to consider and debate using underground 
and, where appropriate, undersea cabling for new electricity transmission 
lines such as that proposed between Beauly and Denny. 
 
Background 
Sometimes known as the ‘National Grid’, the electricity distribution network is 
the system of sub stations and wires required to deliver electricity from where 
it is generated to the point of use. Electricity cannot yet easily be stored so 
electricity generated has to be used very quickly. Demand and supply is 
monitored minute by minute as, for technical reasons, there must be balance 
on the grid at all times. There are two electricity networks in Scotland.  These 
are owned by ScottishPower and Scottish and Southern Energy. However, 
these networks are run by the National Grid company.  Scottish Ministers 
have powers to approve new transmission lines.  
 
The network in Scotland is designed primarily to link the fossil fuel burning 
and nuclear power stations with the main centres of population. There is also 
a route north to Dounreay on the north coast. Lines with somewhat less 
voltage capacity are more widespread and, for example, link hydro-electric 
power stations to the grid network.   
 
Current issues relating to the network include:  
 
• New renewables developments are not always close to the network and so 

require expensive connections 
• The cost  of attachment to the grid, especially for new renewables projects 
• Time taken for projects to connect to the network 
• Projected increases in renewable energy will require upgrades to the 

network  
• Decentralised electricity, where it is generated closer to the point of use, 

will require changes to the way the grid is managed 
 
The Forum for Renewable Energy Development in Scotland published a 
report on Scotland's Renewable Energy Potential: Realising the 2020 Target. 
This explored the transmission issue and identified a number of upgrades that 
would be required. These included the plans for an upgrade by Scottish and 
Southern Energy to increase the capacity of the transmission line between 
Beauly and Denny.  These proposals are currently at public inquiry stage. 
Another eight projects were identified by the Forum as necessary.   

 
Ofgem has published information on Unlocking the renewables potential of 
Scottish Islands and consulted on connecting the Islands of Scotland. This 
issue is pertinent as there are large wind farm proposals on the Isle of Lewis, 

http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/business/petitions/docs/PE1087.htm
http://www.nationalgrid.com/uk/electricity/
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Topics/Business-Industry/infrastructure/19185/18735
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Publications/2005/09/09144010/40120
http://www.ofgem.gov.uk/Pages/MoreInformation.aspx?docid=138&refer=Media/PressRel
http://www.ofgem.gov.uk/Pages/MoreInformation.aspx?docid=138&refer=Media/PressRel
http://www.ofgem.gov.uk/Pages/MoreInformation.aspx?docid=1&refer=Networks/Trans/ScottishIslands
http://www.lewiswind.com/


 

and in Shetland. Ofgem has further consulted on Developing Guidelines for 
Green Supply and on long term electricity network scenarios.  
 
Underground cabling 
If the need for grid upgrade is accepted, the debate needs to move onto how 
that should happen. The cheapest and most technically feasible option is to 
construct pylons and wires overground. This is the type of system which 
already exists between Beauly and Denny, though the upgrade (from 132kV 
to 400kV) would require larger pylons to be used. However, precedents for 
undergrounding do exist; for example, the line from Torness power station in 
East Lothian is initially underground, though only for a short distance.  
 
Some of the debates over whether undergrounding should be used were 
rehearsed during the Northern Ireland interconnector debate, when concerns 
were raised on proposals for overhead pylons running through Ayrshire.  
 
A large body of evidence, both for and against undergrounding is now 
available on the website of the Beauly – Denny public inquiry.  
 
Sub sea cabling 
Sub-sea electricity cabling is not new, with connections already in existence 
from Scotland to Northern Ireland, England to France, Norway to Denmark, 
with further proposals for Norway to the Netherlands, and Norway to England. 
A link from Iceland to the UK grid at Dounreay or Peterhead has been 
investigated and costed at up to £300m (Duke University 2003). Proposals 
have been mooted for modern sub sea connections to the Western Isles, 
Orkney and Shetland. In addition, far offshore wind farms would require sub 
sea connections into the electricity grid.   
 
On a related topic the SNP Manifesto states: 
  

We will build on initial discussions with the Norwegian government and 
EU Commission on proposals for a North Sea super-grid, able to take 
electricity from offshore Scotland and Norway direct to markets in 
mainland Europe. Taking forward this initiative will be a priority for an 
SNP led government and we will seek an early meeting with Norwegian 
ministers to explore options. 
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